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Abstract 
Environmental radon and its progenies is important lung carcinogen both 

in occupational underground miners and in the general population. Exposure 
to radon often occurs combined with smoking, another most important lung 
carcinogen. The join biological effects of alpha- particle radiation and 
cigarette smoke condense (CSC) were investigated here in order to provide 
experimental base for medical protection from lung cancer inducing by joint 
exposure of radon and smoking. Immortalized human bronchial epithelial 
cells (BEP2D) were divided into 5 groups, namely normal control group 
(NC), alpha particles irradiation group (0.25 Gy, α), CSC administration 
group (1µg/ml, CSC), CSC administration (1µg/ml) before (CSC+α) and 
after (α+CSC) alpha particles irradiation (0.25Gy) group. On the 35th
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passage after treated by alpha particles irradiation and CSC singly or jointly, 
only α+CSC cells showed malignant transformation characteristics, 
representing anchor growing independently, losing contact inhibition, and 
cell cycle disordering, whereas, there were no distinct difference between 
cells of other groups and normal cells. Moreover, comparison to the groups 
treated alone with alpha particles radiation or CSC administration, in the 
groups of joint exposure to alpha particles radiation and CSC treatment, cell 
survival fractions markedly decreased, intracellular ROS levels, frequencies 
of comet cell generation significantly increase, and could found that cell 
survival fractions of group CSC administration after α particle radiation was 
significantly higher than that of group CSC administration before alpha 
particles irradiation, suggesting that interaction of radon and smoking 
associated with their exposure sequence. In summary, interaction of radon 
and smoking was synergistic effect, and which was impacted by the order of 
exposure. 
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